NGPSA
RIFLE CHALLENGE
27 SEP 08
The Rifle Challenge are to be held with the following rifles:
22 Rim Fire.
Center Fire.
Big bore.
Semi automatic.
Rim fire. Any rifle, with no limit on the scope, no separate division for open sight.
There will be two events:
Silhouette. The rules and regulations of silhouette will be followed.
Standing no sling.
No magnum/hyper velocity ammunition.
Distances as per silhouette rules.
Only one string, 20 rounds required
Table. The rim fire table as shot by the SA Hunters.
25m Sitting and standing, no sling.
50m Prone and sitting, no sling or rests.
No magnum/hyper velocity ammunition.
20 Rounds required.
Center Fire. Any enter rifle with no limit on the scope, no separate division for open
sight.
There will be two events:
200m Bench Rest for score. The Bench Rest course off fire will be used.
Shooters are responsible for their own bench rest equipment. No
limitations on the equipment.
8 Rounds are required.
Hunting. SA Hunting Rifle targets will be used; the blue wildebeest and
warthog targets are the most suitable Distance will be between 50-to-120m. .
The shooter will engage both targets in the same string.
The Blue wildebeest will be from the sitting position.
The warthog from the standing position.
No range finders will be allowed.
Rifle slings are allowed.
Shooting sticks and/or bi-pods not allowed.
5 Rounds are required.
Two different guns can be used for the center rifle event.

BIG BORE. A Big Bore event will be shot at the SA Hunter Buffalo target. The
shooter will face 3 targets simulating a charging Buffalo. The first two shots will be
at the chest area and the last shot into the head area.
Min calibers 9.3mm/375.
Scoped or open sights.
3 Rounds are required.
Distance will be between 30-to-5m
SEMI AUTOMATIC. Two stages IPSC style stages will be shot requiring 30 shots.
No distinguish between major/minor calibers.
Only one class. Open and standard compete together.

